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Introduction 

Our shared vision is an image of a religious people who are deeply relational: connected to our 

traditions, to our sources, to one another in congregations, and among one another as a larger 

movement. A recognition of interconnection, wholeness and interdependence are at the core of 

our theology. Spiritual deepening, intimate religious community, vibrant congregational life and 

collective action for justice are inseparable from one another.  

This report moves from the general to the specific, the strategic to the tactical. The presentation 

is in the following order: 

• Our strategic environment 

• Core convictions 

• Overarching strategies 

• Five year vision 

• Concluding remarks 

 

Our strategic environment 

The need for spiritual community is constant 

With all the changes in the religious landscape of America, we must remember that the need for 

spiritual community is a constant of the human condition. Indeed, we live in an era of 

unprecedented social isolation and lack of intimacy. In this context, the need for religious 

community is greater than ever. 

 

“Church” is a declining part of American life 

The decline in both mainline and evangelical churches is accelerating. The “nones”—the number 

of young adults expressing no religious identity—has doubled in a decade. It went from 3 

percent to 12 percent in 50 years—then leaped from 12 to 33 percent since the year 2000. Going 

to church is simply not the social norm that it was a generation or two generations ago. This 

presents enormous challenges and opportunities for Unitarian Universalism. 

 

The future is multicultural 

The majority of Americans will soon be of ancestry that is not European. In particular, there 

continues to be a rise of Hispanic and Asian Americans. Many “interracial” marriages are 

producing millions of children who fit no easy racial or ethnic category. 

08 Fall 
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Core convictions 

Unitarian Universalists aspire to be a deep and engaged religious movement 

The most thorough expression of the aspirations of our people came through the “Gathered 

Here” initiative that invited people into Appreciative Inquiry conversations. Gathered Here 

showed clearly that we aspire to a faith in which our spirituality is deep, experiential, relational, 

and moves us to action. Below are the main themes the Gathered Here leadership team 

identified. We are at our best when we: 

• Grow into our best selves and honor the divine in each person. 

• Practice “spiritual justice”: justice making grounded in faith and worship. 

• Embrace fellow travelers within and beyond our faith, building community together. 

• Proactively invite people to share themselves and their gifts. 

• Have such a strong sense of our religious purpose and identity that we must act on it. 

• Covenant together to create sustained relationships across all ages and cultures. 

• Transcend geographic, national and language barriers. 

• Experience spiritual depth, individually and collectively. 

 

Unitarian Universalism has enormous potential 

Our potential is not theoretical. It is demonstrated by hundreds of thriving and growing 

congregations across the nation. Our theology is open to the wisdom of all traditions. We are 

committed to multiculturalism and anti-racism. Our advocacy for the inclusion of LGBTQ 

people is consistent with the direction of the larger culture. Our uniting of spirituality with work 

for justice is what millions seek. We have a new generation of ministerial leadership that is 

passionate and brilliant. Our lay people are passionate, skilled and creative.  No religious group 

has the positive potential of Unitarian Universalism. 

 

Unitarian Universalism is overflowing with talent, idealism and passion 

This is true at all levels. Our lay people are skilled and committed. Our challenge as leaders is to 

engage this passion and help provide channels for its expression. 

 

Collaboration is essential to our success 

All organizations succeed to the extent that they make use of the talents of their people. The 

UUA staff is committed to working in collaboration with all constituencies to shape our work.  

http://www.uua.org/vision/gathered/
http://www.uua.org/vision/gathered/
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For example, the Leap of Faith initiative that seeks to build learning communities among 

congregations was designed in partnership with ministers of our fastest growing churches. The 

new “Congregations and Beyond” effort is being “crowdsourced” by cutting edge UUs working 

in non-traditional settings. The Strategic Review of Professional Ministries was a collaborative 

effort drawing on input from a number of groups and individuals. We are at historic high levels 

of collaboration with the UUMA, the UUSC (the College of Social Justice joint venture), our 

identity seminaries and the United Church of Christ.  

 

The UUA has a critical role to play in leading change 

The UUA staff must play a central role in helping our movement adapt to a rapidly changing 

environment. Just as collaboration is essential, so is leadership and coordination.   

 

Overarching strategies 

Engage the religious affections and aspirations of our people 

We must ground all of our work—outreach, worship, public witness, faith development—in our 

religious values and our spiritual tradition. 

 

Unleash, guide and resource our people 

The UUA fills a complex role. At one level, we develop resources. At another level, we also lead 

by expressing our common vision and by being advocates for new directions. We are in the 

process of shifting from content creation to “curation.” Curation refers to the role of vetting and 

sharing resources as opposed to creating them. 

 

Develop leadership that is entrepreneurial, courageous and grounded 

The task of helping to grow lay and professional leaders is a collective responsibility. 

Congregations play a critical role. Our seminaries and professional associations have an essential 

part to play. In addition, the UUA has a role in casting a vision and providing resources.  

 

UUA must be a prophet of the possible 

Organizations adapt to a changing world only when they can create and sustain a sense of 

urgency. Urgency is not panic. Urgency is a sense that what we need to do is important and that 

we have the capacity to do it. A critical part that the UUA must play is to be an advocate for 

realistic, ambitious, doable change.  

 

http://www.uua.org/growth/leap/index.shtml
http://www.uua.org/uuagovernance/officers/president/moralespeter/192145.shtml
http://www.uua.org/documents/mpl/110406_srpm.pdf
http://www.uuma.org/
http://www.uusc.org/
http://uucsj.org/
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Help our movement cross the borders of race, class and culture 

Just as the UUA has provided leadership in the area of anti-racism, we must also lead change to 

help our people cross the borders of class and culture. This is best accomplished through 

providing experiential learning and volunteer opportunities.  

 

UUA should be a national and international voice for compassion, peace, justice and 

equality 

The UUA has long had the role of being the voice for our movement at the national and 

international levels. Indeed, many of the great issues before us (immigration, economic justice, 

environmental justice) are inherently international in scope. 

 

Five year vision 

We live in a period of rapid and unpredictable cultural upheaval. Just a decade ago, no one was 

predicting the meteoric rise of the “nones” in American culture. Ten years ago we could not 

foresee the impact of social media or the pervasive effects of mobile computing.  

The rate and unpredictability of change put a premium on flexibility and adaptability. They also 

mean that bold, entrepreneurial leadership and collaboration will be key.  

 

The next five years: strategies 

The UUA is going to have to do two things simultaneously in the short term and over the next 

generation.  

1. We must partner with our member congregations as they face the cultural and demographic 

shifts that are underway.  

2. We must also explore ways that Unitarian Universalism can expand beyond its base of 

traditional congregations. In actual practice, supporting our congregations and reaching 

beyond our base converge and are interdependent.   

 

Nurture congregational vitality 

The overwhelming majority of the UUA staff’s efforts support the vitality of our member 

congregations. These efforts span a broad spectrum that includes: consultation with 

congregations through our field staff, credentialing and continuing development of religious 

professionals, financial services such as health insurance and retirement fund management,  

development and dissemination of resources for worship and faith development, settlement 

services for ministers and religious educators, and more. In addition, the staff takes an active role  
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in expressing our shared values in public witness and initiatives like Standing on the Side of 

Love and our efforts to expand diversity in our ministry.  

In addition to our ongoing activities and programs, this administration has undertaken a variety 

of initiatives. The major initiatives include regionalization, the Strategic Plan for Professional 

Ministries, Leap of Faith (partnering congregations with growth potential), Gathered Here 

(Appreciative Inquiry conversations throughout the Association) and, most recently, the 

“Congregations and Beyond” focus on reaching out beyond our current base. Each one of these 

efforts was designed as a broad collaboration between headquarters staff and a variety of 

stakeholders.  

 

Reach beyond our current membership 

The second part of our overall strategy, beyond our efforts to nurture congregational vitality, is 

to realize the enormous potential of Unitarian Universalism by engaging people who are not now 

part of our Association. This includes the hundreds of thousands who identify as UU but are not 

members of congregations and the literally millions of people who share our values and 

perspective but who are wary of organized religion. We have called this initiative 

“Congregations and Beyond.” New developments in our culture can be a historic opportunity for 

Unitarian Universalism. 

In actual practice, this work of reaching beyond our walls must be done in close collaboration 

among Association headquarters staff, field staff and our congregations. Work in this area will 

include expanding our use of social media and support of new forms of congregational formation 

such as online communities and multi-campus congregations.  

 

The next five years: tactics 

In the next five years we will initiate new efforts to seize our historic opportunity. In addition, 

we will carry forward the implementation of key initiatives that are currently under way.  

• Communicate a new vision for Unitarian Universalism: As part of our determination to 

reach those outside our membership, we intend to position the UUA as a key leader in 

progressive religion in the United States. This will require new communications strategy, a 

new web presence, and expanded use of electronic media. 

• Nurture new forms of congregational organization: We will support outreach by helping 

form new congregations and new forms of congregational organization. This will include 

such diverse initiatives as on line communities and multi-campus congregations.  

http://www.uuworld.org/news/articles/281154.shtml
http://www.uua.org/documents/mpl/110406_sppm.pdf
http://www.uua.org/documents/mpl/110406_sppm.pdf
http://www.uua.org/growth/leap/index.shtml
http://www.uua.org/vision/gathered/
http://www.uua.org/uuagovernance/officers/president/moralespeter/192145.shtml
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• Implementation of Ministry strategic review recommendations: We will expand our 

implementation of the recommendations included in the “Strategic Review of Professional 

Ministries.” This will include development of a program for entrepreneurial ministerial 

leadership, a new program for recruitment of the next generation of ministers, full 

implementation of the “Fulfilling the Call” initiative on assessment of ministers. 

• Diversity in ministry: With respect to increasing diversity of religious professionals, we 

will continue a shift from a concentration on initial settlement to the nurturing and support 

of the increasing number of people of color who serve our congregations.  

• Regionalization: We will complete the process of regionalization of field staff. This is 

well under way now.  

• From content creation to curation: Implement the shift from a focus on content creation 

to “curation.” This is aimed at harnessing the creativity and initiative throughout our 

movement.  

• Public Witness and Social Justice: We will expand our social justice and public witness 

efforts in close collaboration with individual congregations, clusters, and statewide 

advocacy networks. We will also build on the precedent of having UCC leadership at 

Justice GA and build new alliances with other religious progressives. 

• Stewardship: We will develop and implement new models of stewardship and support for 

our Association. The pilot program “GIFT” (Generously Investing for Tomorrow) in the 

Southern Region will serve as a model and testing ground. We will also conduct a new 

comprehensive fundraising campaign.  

 

Concluding remarks 

This is a time filled with challenges and opportunities.  

The challenges include a rapid rise in Americans who have rejected all religious institutions and 

rapidly growing ethnic and cultural diversity. We simply cannot continue to practice Unitarian 

Universalism the way we did a generation or two generations ago. 

Yet the opposite is also true. We see UU congregations that have excellent leadership and sense 

of mission thriving and growing. These congregations are proof of the need that our liberal 

religion fills and the good we can do in the world. The generation that is rejecting religion is not 

so much against religion as it is against hypocrisy and narrow-mindedness. They are hungry for 

spiritual community that is liberating, deep and engaging.  

 

 

http://www.uua.org/documents/mpl/110406_sppm.pdf
http://www.uua.org/documents/mpl/110406_sppm.pdf
http://www.uusouthland.org/images/GIFT_Brochure_2-1_V_4_FEB_2013.pdf

